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the new oxford picture dictionary and
collins picture dictionary
review by melanie donly brigham young university

THE NEW OXFORD PICTURE
dictionary E C parnwell new
york oxford university press 1988 ppap
124 5.75575 teachers manual 3.95395
beginners workbook 4.50450 intermediate
workbook 4.50450 wall charts A ppap
2412 69.95699541 B ppap 428042 69.95699580 C
ppap 8110381 39.953995103 complete set ppap
21032 149.9514995103 vocabulary playing cards
4.95495 cassettes 24.952495

COLLINS PICTURE dictionary
FOR YOUNG LEARNERS andrew
wright london collins ELT 1985 ppap
91 activity book cassette 5255.25e525

the new oxford picture dictionary is
designed for students of any age and level
studying ESL in the united states
because the pictures are true to life it is
appropriate for the oldest as well as the
youngest student the oxford dictionary
can be used as a supplement in a
multiskillsmulti classroomskills or if used with the
available helps as the text itself
providing coursework for two semesters
on both the beginning and the intermediate
levels it is also appropriate for selfstudyself
and

study
as a simple vocabulary reference it

presents over 2400 words in 85 topical
units ranging from basics such as food and
clothing to more specific topics like the
space program and occupations each unit
contains a contextualized numbered
illustration with the words listed at the
bottom of the page next to their numbers
because the pictures arent labeled with the
words it is very easy to use the pictures
themselves for accurate testing at the

back of the book there is an appendix and
a pronunciation guide

the collins picture dictionary for
young learners is designed for 7117 year11

olds beginning ESL in a british english
environment like the first dictionary the
collins dictionary is also divided into
topical units 43 in all and introduces
just over 1000 words A drawback
however is that the words are labeled right
on the picture instead of at the bottom of
the page making the material less flexible
than the oxford set the pictures are
colorful and funny and therefore very
fitting for the intended age group this
dictionary also contains a pronunciation
guide at the back as well as a guide for the
parent or teacher on how to use the
suggested activities to help the student
children between the ages of seven and
eleven would have a lot of fun using this
text

although both of these dictionaries are
useful attractive tools for learning ESL
the collins picture dictionaryordictionary young
learners is geared more as a selfstudyself toolstudy
for parent and child than as a classroom
text the new oxford picture dictionary
is extremely valuable both as a classroom
text and as a selfstudyself guidestudy

melanie donly is a student at brigham
young university in utah certifying to
teach spanish and ESL
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